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The formation of ice a↵ects many aspects of our everyday life as well as important
technologies such as cryotherapy and cryopreservation. Foreign substances almost
always aid water freezing through heterogeneous ice nucleation, but the molecular
details of this process remain largely unknown. In fact, insight into the microscopic
mechanism of ice formation on di↵erent substrates is di cult to obtain even if state-
of-the-art experimental techniques are used. At the same time, atomistic simulations
of heterogeneous ice nucleation frequently face extraordinary challenges due to the
complexity of the water-substrate interaction and the long timescales that charac-
terize nucleation events. Here, we have investigated several aspects of molecular
dynamics simulations of heterogeneous ice nucleation considering as a prototypical
ice nucleating material the clay mineral kaolinite, which is of relevance in atmospheric
science. We show via seeded molecular dynamics simulations that ice nucleation on
the hydroxylated (001) face of kaolinite proceeds exclusively via the formation of
the hexagonal ice polytype. The critical nucleus size is two times smaller than that
obtained for homogeneous nucleation at the same supercooling. Previous findings
suggested that the flexibility of the kaolinite surface can alter the time scale for ice
nucleation within molecular dynamics simulations. However, we here demonstrate
that equally flexible (or non flexible) kaolinite surfaces can lead to very di↵erent out-
comes in terms of ice formation, according to whether or not the surface relaxation
of the clay is taken into account. We show that very small structural changes upon
relaxation dramatically alter the ability of kaolinite to provide a template for the for-
mation of a hexagonal overlayer of water molecules at the water-kaolinite interface,
and that this relaxation therefore determines the nucleation ability of this mineral.
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I. INTRODUCTION
From the immense extent of glaciers to the microscopic length scale of living cells, ice
shapes life as we know it1. For instance, the formation of clouds2 and the weathering of
rocks3 originate from water freezing in the atmosphere and on earth respectively. More-
over, technologies such as cryotherapy and cryopreservation4 are greatly influenced by the
microscopic details of ice formation. It is surprising to discover that pure water freezes only
at very strong supercooling, i.e. when it is brought to temperatures lower than -30 C5.
Water must, therefore, be freezing heterogeneously, as in a world where water would only
freeze homogeneously, the Arctic Ocean would hardly turn into the icy playground of polar
bears6,7. Furthermore, if water only froze homogeneously, too much solar radiation would
reach us as there would be no screening by ice-rich clouds8,9. Luckily, ice can form at mild
supercooling (i.e. at few degrees only below 0 C) heterogeneously10, with the aid of foreign
substances which lower the free energy cost needed to form a su ciently large (or critical)
nucleus of crystalline ice within supercooled liquid water. The nature of these impurities is
astonishingly diverse10: for example, bacterial fragments, soot, pollen, volcanic ashes and
mineral dust have all been shown to boost the rate of ice nucleation. Hence the question:
what makes these very di↵erent substrates so e↵ective in promoting ice formation? Sur-
prisingly, a conclusive answer is yet to be found, mainly because the microscopic details of
heterogeneous ice nucleation are still largely unresolved11.
Experiments can quantify the ability of a given substance to promote the formation of
ice: for instance, a common approach consists of comparing the fraction of water droplets
that freeze in a given time interval at a certain temperature with or without the presence of
foreign particles12–14. However, the early stages and the atomistic mechanism of nucleation
remain exceedingly challenging to probe experimentally. This is in large part because once
the critical size (typically of the order of nanometers) of the ice nucleus has been reached,
nucleation proceeds on very fast time scales (pico- or nanoseconds). This is why atom-
istic simulations can provide valuable insight, and complement experimental evidence by
unraveling the details of the nucleation mechanism on di↵erent substrates at the molecular
level. Having said that, however, nucleation is a rare event and seconds can pass before the
spontaneous formation of a nucleus of critical size occurs. Running molecular simulations of
these lengths is simply not tractable. This is why in the last few years substantial e↵ort has
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been devoted to developing enhanced sampling techniques capable of tackling this time scale
problem15,16, such as umbrella sampling17,18, forward flux sampling (FFS)19,20 and transition
path sampling21,22. Moreover, equally serious issues often go unacknowledged, such as the
ability of the interatomic potentials of choice to represent the water, the substrate, and the
interaction between the two, or the extent to which simulations of ice nucleation are a↵ected
by specific computational details, such as the flexibility of the substrate.
Probing the importance of such aspects would require to investigate heterogeneous ice
formation across a collection of di↵erent substrates: this is currently possible only by taking
advantage of the computational speed granted by the coarse grained mW model23 for water.
This approach led to many important findings, such as the influence of the hydrophobicity
and/or lattice mismatch of di↵erent crystalline surfaces in promoting ice formation24 and the
characterization of ice formation on carbonaceous particles25–29. However, fully atomistic
models are needed to deal with water at complex interfaces, such as crystalline surfaces of
organic crystals or mineral dust particles. In these cases, it remains to be seen whether the
description of the surface and most importantly of the water-surface interaction is accurate
enough to allow for reliable results to be obtained.
Only a few works have probed ice formation on crystalline substrates by means of all-
atom models30–34. Here, we study heterogeneous ice nucleation at strong supercooling
( T = Tm T=42K, where Tm is the melting temperature) on the (001) surface of kaolinite
using molecular dynamics (MD). Kaolinite is of great relevance in atmospheric science, and
its surface structure and ice nucleation ability have been extensively investigated in both
experiments10,35–38 and simulations33,39–41.
The building blocks of Kaolinite are aluminosilicate layers, i.e. stacking of tetrahedral
silicate sheets and octahedral hydroxide sheets42. In the atmosphere, airborne kaolinite
particles are found as tiny plate-like particles (with an in-plane size of the order of µm)43.
Because of its layered structure, facile cleavage of a kaolinite crystal leads to surfaces exposing
the (001) basal planes (hence the plate-like morphology), which in turn can present either
the siloxane or the hydroxylated face (see Fig. 1a). While the siloxane surface (KAOSi)
is basically hydrophobic and in general thought not to be such an e↵ective Ice Nucleating
Agent, first-principles simulations (see e.g. Ref. 44) have shown that the hydroxylated
surface (KAOOH) is able to stabilize an ice-like bi-layer thanks to its amphoteric nature,
characterized by the ability to both accept and donate hydrogen bonds.
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In particular, Cox and coworkers33 performed brute-force MD simulations of ice nucle-
ation on the KAOOH face of kaolinite using small (102 molecules) models of the clay-water
interface. Despite the substantial finite-size e↵ects a↵ecting these simulations, the results
suggested that non-basal faces of ice, specifically the primary prism face of the hexagonal ice
polytype, can nucleate on the hydroxylated basal face of kaolinite. This evidence has also
been observed in brute-force MD simulations41 employing much larger (104 molecules) mod-
els. However, in that case nucleation was observed when the kaolinite surface was almost
entirely kept frozen, i.e. atoms have been kept fixed at the experimental atomic positions of
the bulk phase. In fact, it has been suggested41 that the flexibility of the kaolinite surface can
substantially a↵ect the time scale over which heterogeneous ice nucleation occurs. Moreover,
we have recently succeeded in elucidating the kinetics of ice formation on this mineral34 by
means of FFS simulations19, an accurate path sampling technique which has been success-
fully employed to investigate crystal nucleation and growth in di↵erent systems20,45,46.
In this work, we investigate: (i.) the type of ice (cubic, Ic, or hexagonal, Ih) that forms
on the hydroxylated basal face of kaolinite; (ii.) how the surface relaxation of the clay alters
ice formation at the water-kaolinite interface; (iii.) some aspects of how the force fields used
perform for this system.
We demonstrate by seeded MD simulations that the hexagonal polytype of ice is likely to
be the only one involved in the nucleation process, due to the favorable interaction between
the hydroxylated (001) surface of kaolinite and the prism face of hexagonal ice. In fact,
while large (⇠ 450 molecules) Ic seeds dissolve into liquid water, Ih nuclei of the same size
or smaller (⇠ 250 molecules) grow within a wide temperature range. In addition, we show
by means of very long (up to 2 µs) unbiased MD simulations that nuclei of hexagonal ice
exposing the prism face to the clay surface spontaneously occur as natural fluctuations of
the water network. These findings are consistent with previous computational studies33,34,41,
and provide conclusive evidence of the dominant role of the hexagonal polytype in the early
stages of ice nucleation on the hydroxylated (001) surface of kaolinite.
We have also addressed whether the flexibility of the substrate, in this case the kaolinite
surface, can a↵ect the kinetics of ice formation within MD simulations. We find that equally
flexible (or non-flexible) kaolinite surfaces can lead to very di↵erent outcomes in terms of ice
formation. In particular, it seems that small structural changes can significantly alter the
nucleation ability of this mineral. Thus, we assess the sensitivity of the nucleation mechanism
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to the microscopic structural features of the water-kaolinite interface. We find that surface
relaxation, however small, can substantially alter the templating e↵ect of kaolinite and that
these e↵ects can facilitate the heterogeneous formation of ice. Specifically, small structural
changes in the arrangement of the hydroxyl groups at the surface a↵ect the free energy
cost needed to form a hexagonal motif of water molecules within the first overlayer: this
templating structure is in turn very e↵ective in promoting the formation of ice.
Finally, we briefly investigate whether the TIP4P/Ice and CLAY FF force fields are
capable to describe supercooled water and kaolinite respectively. We find that the CLAY FF
force field seems to provide a reliable description of ice nucleation on the (001) hydroxylated
surface of kaolinite. However, the surface relaxation of the siloxane (001) surface of kaolinite
predicted by the CLAY FF is not consistent with first principles calculations results, thus
putting into question the ability of this force field to deal with ice nucleation and growth on
the siloxane face of kaolinite.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
MD simulations have been performed using the GROMACS simulation package47. The
CLAY FF48 and the TIP4P/Ice49 force fields were used to model kaolinite and water respec-
tively. So as to address the question of surface flexibility and relaxation, we have considered
three di↵erent water-kaolinite interfaces, where water molecules are in contact with the
hydroxylated (001) face of kaolinite (KAOOH):
S1 - Frozen Surface, Unrelaxed: all the kaolinite atoms are kept fixed during the MD
simulations at the experimental positions of the bulk system, except for the hydrogen
atoms of the hydroxyl groups on the outer layer of the slab. These hydrogen atoms are
bonded to the corresponding oxygen atoms via a harmonic constraint characterized
by a spring constant of 2.3185·103 kJ/mol A˚ 2 acting on the O-H bond length (1.0
A˚), as required by the CLAY FF force field48. About 6000 water molecules have been
placed between two kaolinite slabs mirroring each other. This interface is identical to
that reported in Ref. 41.
S2 - Frozen Surface, Relaxed: all the kaolinite atoms are kept fixed during the MD
simulations at the average atomic positions of the system previously equilibrated in the
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FIG. 1. a) A kaolinite slab (spheres), as cleaved along the (001) basal plane normal to the z-
axis, is in contact with a water film containing ⇠6000 water molecules (sticks). This particular
computational geometry corresponds to interface S3 (see text). Oxygen, silicon, aluminum and
hydrogen atoms are colored in red, yellow, pink and white respectively. b) Schematic representation
of the three water-kaolinite interfaces S1, S2 and S3 considered in this work (top and side views).
For the sake of simplicity, just the oxygen atoms in the outer layer of the KAOOH face are shown.
S1: atoms are kept frozen in the unrelaxed experimental positions of bulk kaolinite. S2: atoms are
kept frozen in a configuration obtained upon surface relaxation. S3: atoms are unconstrained and
thus the surface is flexible. The extent of surface relaxation has been deliberately exaggerated in
these cartoons.
absence of restraints at 230 K, except for the hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups
on the outer layer of the slab. Specifically, the atomic positions have been obtained via
an average of 5 ns within the above mentioned equilibrium MD run at 230 K. As such,
S2 does not represent a minimum energy configuration of the system. The O-H bonds
are treated with the same harmonic constraint of S1. Again in this system about 6000
water molecules have been placed between two kaolinite slabs mirroring each other.
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S3 - Flexible Surface: the positions of the silicon atoms within the kaolinite slab are
restrained during the MD simulations by means of a harmonic potential characterized
by a spring constant of 1.0·103 kJ/mol A˚ 2. The O-H bonds are treated with the same
harmonic constraint of S1 and S2. All the other kaolinite atoms are unrestrained.
About 6000 water molecules have been placed on top of a single kaolinite slab, as
depicted in Fig. 1a.
Schematic representations of S1, S2 and S3 are shown in Fig. 1b. Note that upon surface
relaxation the arrangement of the hydroxyl groups becomes more symmetric in the xy plane
and more corrugated with respect to the z axis (normal to the 001 plane). Additional details
about S1, S2 and S3 as well as about additional models for the water-kaolinite interfaces are
discussed in the Supplementary Material (SM). The interaction parameters between the clay
and the water were obtained using the standard Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules50,51, which
yields water-surface interaction energies in good agreement with high quality reference data
from quantum Monte Carlo calculations52. The equations of motion were integrated using
a leap-frog integrator with a timestep of 2 fs. The van der Waals (non bonded) interactions
were considered up to 10 A˚, where a switching function was used to bring them to zero at
12 A˚. Electrostatic interactions have been dealt with by means of an Ewald summation with
a real space cuto↵ at 14 A˚. The NVT ensemble was sampled at 230 K using a stochastic
velocity rescaling thermostat53 with a very weak coupling constant of 4 ps in order to avoid
temperature inhomogeneities throughout the system. The geometry of the water molecules
(TIP4P/Ice being a rigid model) was constrained using the SETTLE algorithm54 while the
P-LINCS algorithm55 was used to constrain the O-H bonds within the clay. The system
was equilibrated at 300 K for 10 ns, before being quenched to 230 K over 50 ns. For each
interface S1, S2 and S3 (plus the other interfaces discussed in the SM), 10 independent MD
simulations have been performed to look for nucleation events and in order to extract the
equilibrium canonical averages used to compute free energies. Details concerning the order
parameter used to identify ice-like water molecules are reported in the SM.
We have also performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations as part of this
study: periodic kaolinite slab models were used within the plane wave pseudopotential
approach, using both GGA (Generalized Gradient Approximation) and dispersion inclusive
GGA exchange-correlation functionals. Full details are included in the SM.
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FIG. 2. Seeded MD simulations of heterogeneous ice nucleation on the KAOOH surface. Ice nuclei
of Ic (top, blue) and Ih (bottom, red), as obtained from metadynamics simulations provided high-
quality starting points in terms of the hydrogen bond network between ice and the kaolinite surface.
The number   of ice-like molecules within the largest connected cluster is reported as a function of
time for seeds with initial sizes of about 250 and 450 ice molecules of Ic [a) and b)] and Ih [c) and
d)]. For each seed five di↵erent temperatures (220, 225, 230, 235 and 240 K) have been considered.
III. RESULTS
A. Ice Nucleation on Kaolinite: Hexagonal vs Cubic Ice
At strong supercooling ( T <⇠ 40 K ), homogeneous water freezing results in a mixture
of Ih and Ic that is known as stacking disordered ice56–60 (Isd). However, previous computa-
tional studies33,41 suggest that the formation of ice at the water-kaolinite interface proceeds
via the nucleation of Ih only, possibly due to the favorable interaction between its prism face
and the hydroxyl groups on the clay surface.
Here, we have explicitly compared the preference of the hydroxylated (001) surface of
kaolinite for nucleating either Ih or Ic by means of seeded MD simulations. Specifically,
we have inserted several crystalline nuclei of either cubic or hexagonal ice into the system,
and then subsequently observed at which temperature they shrink into the liquid phase and
at which temperatures they proceed toward full crystallization. Seeded MD simulations
are an e cient way of obtaining a qualitative picture of crystal nucleation and growth,
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FIG. 3. Natural fluctuations of the TIP4P/Ice water network on top of the KAOOH surface at 230
K, as obtained from a 2 µs long unbiased MD simulation. The probability density P (dzCOM ) of
the distance dzCOM of the ice nuclei center of mass from the kaolinite surface (along the z direction
normal to the surface) is reported for cubic (Ic) and hexagonal (Ih) nuclei. These pre-critical nuclei
can contain up to 80 molecules (according to the order parameter detailed in the SM). A typical
example of an Ih (orange spheres, red sticks) cluster exposing the prism face to the KAOOH surface
is shown in the inset. Most of the KAOOH surface is depicted using light blue spheres irrespective
of the atomic species, although the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the surface hydroxyl groups are
shown in red and white respectively).
having been successfully used recently to explore homogeneous water freezing61–63. In the
case of heterogeneous ice nucleation, however, one serious issue with seeded MD simulations
is the choice/construction of the crystalline seeds. In fact, it is: (i.) rather di cult to
guess a priori which crystallographic face - if any - of a certain ice polytype will form at
the water-kaolinite interface and; (ii.) it is even more challenging to construct a feasible
hydrogen bond network between the ice seed and the surface. In this work it is clear
how to resolve problem (i.) as we already know that the prism face of Ih and the basal
face of Ic bind to kaolinite most strongly33. As for the hydrogen bond network, we have
employed metadynamics simulations64,65 to generate reasonable models of Ih and Ic spherical
caps in contact with the kaolinite surface, as depicted in Fig. 2 and further detailed in the
SM. The ice nuclei obtained in this way (details are discussed in the SM) have a very
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good match between the crystalline ice seeds and the kaolinite surface, that would be very
di cult to obtain otherwise. We have considered ice nuclei containing ⇠ 250 or 450 water
molecules at a flexible interface (model S3, as discussed below). A criterion based on the
q3 Steinhardt order parameter66 has been used to label each water molecule in the system
as liquid, ice-like, and/or belonging to the cubic or hexagonal polytype, as described in
the SM. The starting configurations that were obtained from the metadynamics simulations
have been equilibrated at 220 K for 200 ps, before collecting a series of unbiased MD runs at
di↵erent temperatures (220, 225, 230, 235 and 240 K), that were initiated by randomizing the
initial atomic velocities in a manner consistent with the corresponding Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution at the temperature of interest.
The results are summarized in Fig. 2, where we report the number of Ic and Ih molecules
within the ice seeds as a function of simulation time. We find that seeds containing as many
as 450 Ic molecules are not stabilized by the presence of the surface and dissolve at any
temperature we have probed (see Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). In contrast, 450-molecule Ih seeds
clearly grow up to 235 K (see Fig. 2c), and even small 250-molecule Ih nuclei proceed toward
crystallization below 235 K (see Fig. 2d). These findings indicate that the basal face of cubic
ice is exceedingly unlikely to form on the KAOOH surface, and that the heterogeneous critical
nucleus size N⇤ for ice on top of this kaolinite surface is of the order of 250 molecules at
230 K. This is consistent with the estimate of N⇤ =225±25 molecules obtained via the
FFS simulations reported in Ref. 34. Note that the homogeneous critical nucleus size at
the same supercooling is more than two times larger: ⇠ 540 molecules67, where the same
order parameter has to be used to compare our results with those of Ref. 67, as discussed in
the SM. Thus, our findings suggest that ice nucleation on the KAOOH surface most likely
proceeds via the formation of the prism face of Ih, in agreement with the simulations of Cox
et al.33 and Zielke et al.41 as well as with our FFS simulations34.
Before moving on we stress, however, one drawback of seeded MD simulation: they assume
a priori the composition, the structure, the size and the shape of the crystalline seeds.
Thus, even if the latter do grow, one has to verify that such seeds are compatible with the
spontaneous, fluctuations of the system, in this case of the water network. To explore this,
we have performed a very long (2 µs long) unbiased MD simulation, looking at the natural,
pre-critical fluctuations of the water network toward the ice phase. In particular, we have
determined for each configuration along the trajectory whether the largest ice nucleus in the
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system is predominantly68 made of either Ih or Ic. The probability density of the distance of
the center of mass of the ice nuclei from the kaolinite surface (along the z direction normal
to the surface) is reported in Fig. 3 for both Ih and Ic nuclei. While a similar fraction of Ih
and Ic nuclei can be observed within the bulk of the water slab, close to the water-kaolinite
interface there is a very clear preference for Ih nuclei, while the probability for the Ic polytype
drops sharply. Importantly, we find that of all the large (i.e. containing more than 60 water
molecules) pre-critical ice nuclei, a substantial fraction (25%) still sit on top of the kaolinite
surface (that is, at least one water molecule that belongs to the ice nucleus sits within the
first overlayer on the clay). In addition, 98% of this subset consists of nuclei of Ih that expose
the prism face to the kaolinite surface (as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3). We also note
that TIP4P water models predict only a negligible enthalpic di↵erence of about 0.002 J/mol
between Ih and Ic, while experiments and first principles results give an enthalpic di↵erence
that ranges between 35 and 160 J/mol69. This di↵erence seems to be due to the absence of
anharmonic e↵ects in TIP4P water70. Thus, the strong preference of the KAOOH surface for
Ih that we observe is even more significant, as in the homogeneous case the tiny enthalpic
di↵erence result in a competition between Ih and Ic that in here is outshined by the most
favorable interaction between the hydroxyl groups of the KAOOH surface and the prismatic
face of Ih. We can thus safely assert that the Ih nuclei we have investigated with seeded
MD can indeed form on the KAOOH face within spontaneous, pre-critical fluctuations of
the water network, and that Ih nuclei exposing the prism face to the kaolinite surface are
the most likely to nucleate at this supercooling.
B. Surface Relaxation and Ice Nucleating Ability
It has been suggested that the ability of the KAOOH face to promote the formation of ice
nuclei stems from the templating e↵ect of the hexagonal arrangement of hydroxyl groups33,72,
as depicted in Fig. 1. Moreover, recent MD simulations41 performed at strong supercool-
ing ( T=42 K) that employed the TIP4P/Ice water model indicate that the flexibility of
these hydroxyl groups is crucial when it comes to promoting heterogeneous ice nucleation.
Specifically, the formation of ice on the KAOOH face happens spontaneously in unbiased MD
simulations within ⇠ 100 ns, provided that all the kaolinite atoms except for the hydrogen
atoms of the hydroxyl groups at the water-kaolinite interface are frozen at the experimental
12
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FIG. 4. a) Free energy relative to kBT as a function of the number NhP of water molecules involved
in the biggest hexagonal patch (or connected cluster of hexagons, see inset) within the first water
overlayer, normalized by the surface area SA of the kaolinite slab for S1, S2 and S3. The upper
x-axis reports the NhP (not normalized by surface area) for the S3 interface to convey the extent of
the hexagonal motif. b) Number of water molecules within the largest ice cluster ( ) as a function
of time for a typical MD trajectory obtained for S1, S2 and S3.
positions of the bulk system. We refer to this setup as interface S1 (see Sec. II). On the
other hand, restraining the dynamics of the oxygen atoms of the same hydroxyl groups using
a harmonic potential, as opposed to completely freezing the atomic positions, prevented the
formation of ice within the µs time scale.
In order to investigate how exactly the flexibility of the substrate influences the formation
of ice in MD simulations, we have considered in addition to the S1 interface discussed in
Ref. 41 two di↵erent water-kaolinite interfaces S2 and S3 (see Sec. II). In S2, kaolinite atoms
are kept frozen during the MD simulations exactly as for S1, but the starting configuration
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FIG. 5. Surface relaxation of kaolinite - particularly with respect to the hydroxyl groups at the
water-kaolinite interface (see Fig. 1). a) Probability density distribution of the deviation of the
height rzOH (along the z direction normal to the slab) of the oxygen atoms of the hydroxyl groups
from their mean height hrzOHi for S1, S2 and S3. Results obtained from DFT calculations with
the optPBE-vdW exchange-correlation functional71 (see SM) are also shown. A sketch of surface
relaxation - deliberately exaggerated - along the z direction is shown on the left side. Note that
for S1 and DFT the only three values of rzOH   hrzOHi observed are reported as horizontal bars
instead of continuous probability densities. b) Probability density distribution of the deviation of
the in-plane (xy plane parallel to the slab) nearest neighbor distance dxyOH,ij of the oxygen atoms of
the hydroxyl groups from their mean nearest neighbor distance hdxyOH,iji for S1, S2, S3 and DFT.
A sketch of surface relaxation - deliberately exaggerated - in the xy plane is shown in the inset.
Note that for S1 the only three values of dxyOH,ij   hdxyOH,iji are reported as horizontal bars instead
of continuous probability densities.
has been obtained from a kaolinite slab previously equilibrated (without imposing any re-
straint) at 230 K. In S3, the kaolinite atoms are instead unconstrained and the surface is
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flexible. Upon running unbiased MD simulations on these three substrates, we found that
no nucleation events occur for both S2 and S3 up to 2 µs, whereas on S1 ice formation
occurs rapidly (within ⇠ 100 ns). We expected this result for S3, as according to Ref. 41 the
flexibility of the surface should prevent ice formation on this timescale. However, the fact
that we do not observe ice nucleation on the S2 surface is surprising, as they are both frozen
surfaces and the only di↵erence between S1 and S2 is that the latter was relaxed prior to
the MD simulation of the frozen substrate.
The structure of the KAOOH face facilitates the formation of a hexagonal motif of water
molecules within the first overlayer (depicted in the inset of Fig. 4a). This structure is in
turn compatible with the prism face of hexagonal ice or the basal face of cubic ice33,41. The
likelihood for formation of ice on the KAOOH face is related to the free energy cost needed
to form a hexagonal patch (or connected cluster of water molecule hexagons) containing
NhP water molecules at the water-clay interface. Here we have quantified this free energy
cost for the three interfaces S1, S2 and S3 as follows: we start by pinpointing six-membered
rings of oxygen atoms within the first water over layer on the surface. To do that, we took
advantage of the R.I.N.G.S.73 code, and analyzed our simulations with a nearest-neighbors
distance set to 3.2 A˚ and King’s shortest path criterion74,75. We then selected only those
rings for which each triplet i, j, k of adjacent oxygen atoms is characterized by an in plane
angle ↵h = 120 ± 20 , where
↵h = arccos
✓
rx(ij) · rx(kj) + ry(ij) · ry(kj)
|r(ij)| · |r(kj)|
◆
. (1)
Here, rx(ij) is the x component of the distance vector between oxygen atoms i and j. We
then calculate the number of water molecules NhP within the largest connected clusters
of hexagonal rings. We have collected about 104 values of NhP from the first 10 ns of 10
independent MD runs for each interface. As S1, S2 and S3 have slightly di↵erent surface
area SA, we have normalized by the latter the value of NhP . We subsequently evaluate the
free energy profile as a function of NhPSA as:
 A
✓
NhP
SA
◆
=  kBT log

P
✓
NhP
SA
◆ 
(2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and P (
NhP
SA
) is the equilibrium76 probability density
distribution for NhPSA . The results, obtained by taking into account the first 10 ns of 10
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independent simulations for each interface (in order to avoid the onset of ice formation for
S1) are reported in Fig. 4a. In the case of S1, the free energy profile is rather shallow: for
instance, ⇠ 1 kBT is su cient to produce a rather large hexagonal patch containing ⇠ 90
water molecules. As a result, the whole first overlayer of water molecules relaxes into this
hexagonal pattern within 50-100 ns, quickly triggering crystallization (as shown in Fig. 4b).
This is why at this interface the formation of ice does not proceed via nucleation events,
but instead through a relaxation process. In fact, the onset of crystallization is determined
by the time needed for the first water overlayer to relax into the hexagonal template. We
have verified that for ten independent simulations the induction times for ”nucleation” at
the S1 surface are all very similar, thus resulting in a survival probability for the liquid
phase (reported in the SM) which is typical of a relaxation process, as opposed to the
stochastic nature of nucleation events. We also note that the kinetics of ice formation on S1
is nonphysical, being about six orders of magnitude faster than the nucleation rate we have
obtained for S3 via FFS calculations34.
On the other hand, the occurrence of large (NhP >⇠50) hexagonal patches for S2 and S3
is exceedingly rare compared to S1: for instance, the same free energy cost needed for S1
to form a hexagonal patch containing ⇠ 90 water molecules results for both S2 and S3 in
a patch about two times smaller. Hence, despite the fact that S2 is kept frozen while S3 is
fully flexible, the two interfaces show very similar free energy profiles. Indeed the free energy
cost needed for the interface to form a templating water overlayer is the same for S2 and S3,
and as a consequence, no ice nucleation is observed for either interface on the µs timescale
(as illustrated in Fig. 4b). We note that we observe a very similar scenario for S1 when
we restrain the oxygen atoms of the hydroxyl groups using a harmonic potential instead of
freezing them completely: consistent with Ref. 41, we do not observe ice formation. This
happens because the harmonic restraints do not prevent surface relaxation from taking place.
Consequently, this constrained S1 surface resembles S2. This relaxation, however small, is
enough to alter the ability of KAOOH to produce a large enough hexagonal patch. In fact,
we have also verified that by just relaxing the S1 interface at zero K - without equilibrating
the kaolinite surface at 230 K, and subsequently freezing the atomic position exactly as we
did for S1, we obtain results very similar to what we observe for S2. In particular, ice does
not form within the µs timescale, and the extent of surface relaxation and the free energy
cost to create the templating hexagonal overlayer are comparable to the outcomes of the S2
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scenario.
To understand these results we have examined the structures of the various slabs with the
CLAY FF force field and also DFT. The changes in the structure of the KAOOH (001) surface
upon relaxation, particularly the arrangement of the hydroxyl groups, are summarized in
Fig. 5. We have quantified the corrugation (or surface roughness) of the surface in terms
of the deviation of the height rzOH (along the z direction normal to the slab) of the oxygen
atoms of the hydroxyl groups from their mean height hrzOHi, as shown in Fig. 5a. While S1 is
basically flat, we observe a small degree of corrugation, up to 0.2 A˚, for S2 and S3. Relaxing
S1 at the DFT level leads to a very similar degree of corrugation. The in-plane arrangement
of the hydroxyl groups at the surface is also a↵ected by surface relaxation. Fig. 5b shows
the probability density distribution for the deviation of the in-plane (xy plane parallel to the
slab) nearest neighbor distance dxyOH,ij of the oxygen atoms of the hydroxyl groups from their
mean nearest neighbor distance hdxyOH,iji for S1, S2 and S3. Both S2 and S3 are characterized
by a non negligible spread of dxyOH,ij, which in turn leads to a more symmetric arrangement
(see Fig. 5b). The same conclusion holds for the structure obtained upon DFT relaxation
of S1, albeit the extent of surface relaxation appears to be less pronounced. Despite the
fact that the overall extent of surface relaxation for the KAOOH surface appears to be quite
small (ca. 0.1 A˚), these marginal structural changes can play a significant role when it
comes to the formation of ice on this clay. This is not entirely unexpected, as we have
recently shown24 that the ice nucleation rate for the coarse grained mW model of water23
on Lennard-Jones crystals (at  T = 70 K) can change by several orders of magnitude just
because of deviations of ca. 0.2 A˚ in the lattice parameter of the crystalline surface.
It is important to note that S2 di↵ers from S3 in terms of dynamical properties. For
instance, the structural relaxation time (defined and discussed in the SM) of the water
network within the first overlayer for S2 is two times larger than that obtained for S3.
This means that water dynamics at the interface with the KAOOH face is slower for S2
(and qualitatively for S1 as well, as discussed in the SM), as the frozen surface interacts
more strongly with the water molecules, in a manner which is consistent with early findings
for Lennard-Jones interfaces77. The absence of nucleation for S2 and S3 on the same µs
timescale indicates that the dynamics of water at the kaolinite-water interface has a lesser
impact than the structure of the clay on the tendency for ice to form.
This observation that the degree of surface relaxation can strongly a↵ect the nucleation
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dynamics leads one to ask whether other technicalities play a role. For instance, kaolinite
slabs have a non-zero dipole moment, which in principle can a↵ect the nucleation process: in
fact, it has been reported that electric fields can a↵ect the freezing of water78,79. Moreover,
water-surface and/or water-vacuum interfaces introduce structural and dynamical fluctua-
tions into the water network, which must decay within the thickness of the water film on
top of the mineral. However, it seems that these issues do not a↵ect the outcome of MD
simulations of ice formation in the case of kaolinite. In fact, we have been able to reproduce
the results of the MD simulations of ice formation on kaolinite reported in Ref. 41 (at the
same supercooling and employing the same water model) using a number of di↵erent com-
putational setups, as discussed in the SM. In contrast, we argue that the tiniest structural
details of the surface are crucial in determining the kinetics of ice formation on crystalline
surfaces within atomistic simulations, and that surface relaxation can play an even more
relevant role than the flexibility of the surface in promoting the formation of ice on this
particular kaolinite surface. At this stage, it is reasonable to speculate that both flexibility
and surface relaxation are likely to be a general issue when dealing with MD simulations of
heterogeneous ice nucleation. It could be that the structural details of a particular substrate
will determinate which one of the two would be the dominant factor in ruling the kinetics
of ice formation.
C. The Impact of the Force Field
Before ending we briefly comment on the force field models employed. Many options are
available to simulate water16,23,80,81. The coarse grained mW model23 is computationally
very fast and as such it has been extensively used to model heterogeneous ice nucleation on
e.g. carbonaceous particles25–27 and Lennard-Jones crystals24. However, with coarse grained
approaches a truly atomistic description of the nucleation mechanism cannot be achieved,
and more importantly it is di cult to describe the interaction between water and a complex
material. This is why here we have employed the atomistic TIP4P/Ice rigid model49 for
water in this work. This model reproduces many structural and dynamical properties of
liquid water as well as of di↵erent ice phases correctly49, and it has been recently used to
obtain an accurate reference for the thermodynamics and kinetics of homogeneous freezing82
at 230 K, corresponding to a supercooling  T=42 K (TIP4P/Ice water melts at 270 K83).
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FIG. 6. a) Arrangement of oxygen and silicon atoms in the outer layer of the hydroxylated
(KAOOH , top) and the siloxane face (KAOSi, bottom) of kaolinite. Hydrogen atoms are not
shown. The O-O-O angles   (for the KAOOH face), ↵ and   (for the KAOSi face), are highlighted.
Oxygen, silicon, aluminum and hydrogen atoms are colored in red, yellow, pink and white, respec-
tively. b) Surface relaxation of a single kaolinite slab. The experimental values (Exp.) of  , ↵ and
  for the bulk system are compared to the results obtained upon relaxation of a single kaolinite
slab via DFT and CLAY FF simulations. The outcomes in terms of surface structure predicted by
DFT and CLAY FF for KAOSi are shown in the top and bottom insets of panel c) respectively.
At this supercooling, the dynamics of the water network is far from being homogeneous84,85
and special care has to be taken to correctly reproduce quantities like the self-di↵usion
coe cient and the structural relaxation time, as detailed in the SM.
The CLAY FF force field48 is widely used to model clays as well as the interaction be-
tween clays and water, including swelling properties86 and confinement e↵ects87. As we are
interested in having a reliable description of the water-surface interface, we have investi-
gated the extent of surface relaxation for two kaolinite surfaces customarily investigated
in the context of heterogeneous ice nucleation: the hydroxylated (KAOOH) and siloxane
(KAOSi) (001) faces (see Fig. 1a). As shown in Fig. 6a, the arrangement of oxygen atoms
at the surface, which is critical in templating ice formation33,41,44, can be described by the
O-O-O angles   (for KAOOH), ↵ and   (for KAOSi). We compare in Fig. 6b the values
of  , ↵ and   at the experimental atomic positions (Exp., as obtained upon cleavage of
the bulk crystal) with those obtained for the relaxed configurations of KAOOH and KAOSi,
calculated by DFT and CLAY FF. In the case of the KAOOH face,   changes by ⇠ 3  
for both DFT and CLAY FF. However, DFT and CLAY FF simulations give substantially
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di↵erent results for the KAOSi face: DFT predicts a marginal increase of the asymmetric
buckling between oxygen and silicon atoms (↵ '140 and   '100), as depicted in the in-
set of Fig. 6b; in contrast, the CLAY FF relaxed structure is almost perfectly symmetric
(↵ '   '120), the buckling is absent and the atoms at the surface form regular hexagonal
patterns. Note that this symmetric arrangement of oxygen atoms at the KAOSi surface has
also been predicted by the CLAY FF force field for materials such as mica88, while DFT
calculations on the same system89 resulted in buckled arrangements, in line with what we
have observed in here. We remark that di↵erent starting structures and/or di↵erent DFT
exchange-correlation functionals do not a↵ect these findings, as reported in the SM. Whether
the actual structure of the KAOSi face upon surface relaxation is closer to the CLAY FF or
the DFT prediction remains to be seen. This is one reason why here we have limited the
discussion to the KAOOH (001) surface.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have investigated several aspects of atomistic simulations of heterogeneous ice nucle-
ation on a realistic surface, choosing as an example the well-characterized (001) surface of
kaolinite, a prototypical clay mineral of relevance to ice formation in the atmosphere.
Previous MD simulations33,41 suggest that ice nucleation occurs on the hydroxylated (001)
kaolinite surface via the formation of hexagonal ice, due to the favorable interaction between
its prism face and the hexagonal arrangement of the hydroxyl groups at the surface of the
clay. Here, we have established the preference of the surface for hexagonal ice over the cubic
polytype by means of seeded MD simulations using a fully flexible model of kaolinite. We
find that nuclei of cubic ice exposing the basal face to the clay are not stabilized by the
presence of the surface and that these nuclei therefore tend to shrink back into the liquid
phase. On the other hand, nuclei of hexagonal ice substantially wet the kaolinite surface and
proceed to grow. We have estimated the critical nucleus size for these nuclei of hexagonal
ice to be roughly two times smaller than what has been reported for homogeneous water
freezing at the same supercooling.
We have also verified by looking at the natural fluctuations of the water network at a
flexible water-kaolinite interface using a very long (µs) unbiased MD simulation that the
overwhelming majority of pre-critical ice nuclei that form on top of the clay are indeed
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made of hexagonal ice exposing the prism face to the surface. This demonstrates that such
nuclei spontaneously form at the surface, and that indeed the hexagonal polytype is the only
one involved in the early stages of heterogeneous ice nucleation on this particular kaolinite
surface. However, we note that a number of di↵erent nucleation sites such as surface defects
or functional groups on the edges of the mineral surface can all in principle contribute to
ice formation on kaolinite (and indeed on many other clay minerals and related materials).
Hence the need for the experimental characterization of these sites where nucleation is
promoted: such a knowledge will allow computer simulations to address comprehensive
nucleation scenarios, eventually leading to more accurate prediction of the ice nucleating
ability of these materials.
As discussed, it has recently been reported41 that the flexibility of the clay surface influ-
ences the rate of ice formation. In this work, we find that surface relaxation can be equally
important. In particular, small changes in the structure of the hydroxylated (001) kaolinite
face drastically alter the free energy cost needed to form an extended hexagonal motif of
ice-like molecules at the water-kaolinite interface. The occurrence of this templating layer
leads to the formation of ice within ⇠ 100 ns if the atoms of the kaolinite surface are frozen
at the experimental positions of the bulk phase. However, upon surface relaxation the free
energy cost for creating such a template is much higher and nucleation does not take place
on the µs timescale. Note that of all the water-kaolinite interfaces considered in this work,
S3 is arguably the best representation of the system, as actual surfaces are not frozen and/or
unrelaxed.
In addition, we note that the CLAY FF force field, customarily used to model clays as
well as water interacting with clays, seems to provide a reliable description of ice nucleation
at the water-KAOOH interface. However, this classical force field predicts, in the case of
the siloxane (001) surface of kaolinite, a surface relaxation which is not consistent with the
outcome of DFT calculations. Thus, we argue that at this stage is not clear whether the
formation of ice on this particular surface can be safely modeled using the CLAY FF force
field.
We also remark that the fact that the nucleation process is so sensitive to the structure
of the interface strongly suggests that future e↵orts should be devoted to produce more
accurate interatomic force fields for water at complex interfaces. In fact, we have seen that
subtle e↵ects such as surface relaxation can truly a↵ect the nucleation kinetics to an point
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where it becomes rather di cult to benchmark computational results and most importantly
to compare them with experimental data.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
We provide supplementary material about our simulations. Specifically, we discuss the
dynamical properties of the supercooled water network, the DFT calculations of kaolinite
surface relaxation, the computational geometries used to model the water-kaolinite interface
and how they a↵ect the formation of ice, the formulation of the order parameter used to
pinpoint ice nuclei, the ice formation on the interface S1, where structural relaxation is faster
than ice nucleation and the details of the metadynamics simulations used to generate the
ice nuclei for seeded molecular dynamics.
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We provide supplementary material about the atomistic simulation of the water-kaolinite
interface. We discuss:
• The dynamical properties of the supercooled water network
• The DFT calculations of kaolinite surface relaxation
• The computational geometries used to model the water-kaolinite interface and how
they a↵ect the formation of ice
• The formulation of the order parameter used to pinpoint ice nuclei
• The ice formation on the interface S1, where structural relaxation is faster than ice
nucleation
• The details of the metadynamics simulations used to generate the ice nuclei for seeded
molecular dynamics
I. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF SUPERCOOLED WATER
At the strong supercooling  T=42 K considered in this work, the dynamics of the water
network is heterogeneous. Thus, special care must be taken to ensure the computational
setup used is able to capture the correct dynamical properties of the system. To this end,
we have calculated the self-di↵usion coe cient D for a 4096-molecule model of TIP4P/Ice
water, simulated within the NPT ensemble. The usual Einstein relation:
D = lim
t!1
h||r(0)  r(t)||2i
2t · D (1)
has been used, where h. . . i is the time average of the position vector r(t) for all the oxygen
atoms in the system and D is the dimensionality of the system, equal to three or two for
bulk or bi-dimensional systems respectively. The same computational details reported in
Sec. 2 of the main text have been used. The system has been equilibrated for 10 ns at
300 K, and subsequently quenched at the temperature of interest in 20 ns. Production
runs lasted 40 ns. We found that in this case dynamical properties are not a↵ected by the
choice of the pressure control algorithm, the Berendsen or the Parrinello-Rahman barostats
giving identical results which are reported in Fig. 1a as the GROMACS dataset. Literature
2
data (R1 and R2 in Fig. 1a) are also reported. The agreement between the di↵erent sets
of data is very good at mild supercooling, but it gets worse at low temperatures (e.g. at
235 K). The value of D obtained by a cross-check calculation performed via LAMMPS, also
reported, is in excellent agreement with the result obtained via our setup (GROMACS)
and the GROMACS(KAO) results in Fig. 1a. These refer to the computational setup we
have used to model the water-KAOOH interface, where the di↵usion coe cient has been
evaluated within the bulk-like region of the water film on top of the KAOOH slab via NVT
MD simulations. Finally, we note that using the default GROMACS settings, a substantially
smaller value ofD has been obtained - GROMACS(OOB) in Fig. 1a. We have also computed
the incoherent intermediate scattering function Fs(q, t) as:
Fs(q, t) = h s(q, t)i
with  s(q, t) =
1
N
NX
j
exp [iq · (rj(0)   rj(t))]
(2)
where the sum runs over all the j oxygen atoms having position rj(t) at time t and q is a
vector in reciprocal space. In an isotropic system, Fs(q, t) depends only on the magnitude
q of the vector q, which selects the length scale (within the water network) probed by the
scattering function. The most common choice is to take q0 equal to the position in reciprocal
space of the maximum of the structure factor S(q), which for our model at 230 K corresponds
to 1.845 A˚ 1. Fs(q, t) contains several information about the dynamics of the system. The
interested reader is referred to e.g. Refs. 1,2. Here we just note that the time ⌧ for which
Fs(q, t) = 1/e gives a measure of the structural relaxation time of - in this case - the water
network. Our result for bulk water at 230 K is reported in Fig. 1 together with the Fs(q, t)
calculated for the same model and slightly di↵erent settings (di↵erent MD code and possibly
di↵erent values of q0) in Ref. 3. We obtain a structural relaxation time ⌧ ⇠ 0.5 ns to be
compared with the value of ⇠ 0.6 ns reported in Ref. 3. This result gives us confidence in
the reliability of our MD simulations setup in describing the dynamics of the system.
II. DFT CALCULATIONS OF SURFACE RELAXATION
In the main text we have discussed the surface relaxation of kaolinite. Specifically, we
have shown that classical simulations using the CLAY FF force field and first principles sim-
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Fig. S1. Dynamical properties of supercooled liquid water. a) Di↵usion coe cient of TIP4P/Ice
water as a function of temperature, calculated from NPTMD simulations of a 4096-molecule model.
R1 and R2 refer to Ref. 4 and Ref. 5 respectively. LAMMPS refers to a cross-check calculation
performed via LAMMPS against the GROMACS data. GROMACS(KAO) refers instead to the
computational setup we have used to model the water-KAOOH interface, where the di↵usion coef-
ficient has been evaluated within the bulk-like region of the water film on top of the KAOOH slab
via NVT MD simulations. The result obtained by using GROMACS Out Of the BoX (GROMACS
(OOB)), i.e. employing the default, basic settings is also reported. b) Self intermediate scattering
function Fs as obtained by Haji-Akbari and Debenedetti3 (HD) and in this work (This work) for
a 4096-molecule model at 230 K. q0=1.845 A˚ 1, corresponding to the first peak of the structure
factor S(q).
ulations using density functional theory (DFT) give very similar result for the hydroxylated
face (KAOOH), but they disagree with respect to the relaxation of the siloxane (KAOSi)
face of kaolinite. To date, there are no experimental indications about surface relaxation for
kaolinite surfaces, so that we cannot establish whether DFT calculations do a better job than
the CLAY FF in reproducing the geometry of the KAOSi face. As a rule of thumb, DFT
calculations are likely to outperform conventional classical force fields such as CLAY FF.
However, it has to be said that DFT results can be particularly sensitive in this case to:
• The setup by which we model the kaolinite slab. We used a three dimensional
periodicity with a vacuum region between slabs of ⇠15 A˚, and the nonphysical dipole
interaction across the slab (kaolinite has a dipole orthogonal to the (001) plane) was
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corrected with the scheme of Neugebauer and Sche✏er,6,7 in order to mimic a 2D
system. We have performed geometry relaxations keeping the cell shape and volume
fixed: in order to demonstrate that our results are not a↵ected by di↵erent simulation
boxes, we have considered three di↵erent starting points: (1) the cell of the experi-
mental bulk kaolinite, adding the vacuum on the direction orthogonal to the layer; (2)
as 1, but starting from the cell of the bulk kaolinite obtained upon full relaxation (of
ions, cell shape and volume) via DFT with the PBE functional8,9; (3) as 2, but using
the optPBE-vdW functional10.
• The choice of the exchange-correlation (XC) functional. In order to rule out
spurious artifacts due to the unlucky choice of a specific XC functional, we have per-
formed geometry optimization considering several di↵erent commonly used XC func-
tionals. Specifically, two GGA functionals: PBE8,9 and RPBE11; three vdW corrected
PBE functionals: PBE-D212, PBE-D313 and vdW(TS)14; and four recently developed
fully self-consistent non-local functionals: vdW-DF215, revPBE-vdW16,17, optB86b-
vdW18 and optPBE-vdW10.
Concerning the computational details: DFT calculations were performed using the plane-
wave code VASP 5.4.19–22. Calculations using the van der Waals density functionals were
carried out self-consistently using the approach of Roma´n-Pe´rez and Soler23 as implemented
in VASP by Klimesˇ et al.18. Electron-core interactions were described using the projector-
augmented wave24,25 (PAW) potentials supplied with VASP. PBE potentials for all function-
als were used. It has been shown on a range of systems for the van der Waals functionals
that this approximation with the PAW potentials does not introduce any significant errors
in the energies and structures.18,26 The plane-wave energy cut-o↵ is 500 eV. The sampling of
the reciprocal space was performed using a Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh27 per simulated
supercell of 4⇥ 2⇥ 3 for the bulk calculations, and 4⇥ 2⇥ 1 for the slab calculations with
PBE functional. We verified that a 2 ⇥ 1 ⇥ 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh is already at
convergence for the geometrical properties of the slab, thus we used that for all the other
XC functionals considered.
With respect to the CLAY FF results, we have verified that surface relaxation is not
a↵ected by di↵erent simulation boxes, nor by the inclusion of the angular term described in
Ref. 28. The numbers reported in Table I are obtained as an average over all the angles of
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interest within the S3 kaolinite slab (see main text).
The results for all the performed DFT evaluations, in comparison with those from the
CLAY FF model, are summarized in Table I, demonstrating that the disagreement between
DFT and CLAY FF with respect to the surface relaxation of the KAOSi face is a solid result
that holds for a diverse portfolio of computational setups.
TABLE I. Values of the angles ↵ and   in the KAOSi, and angle   in the KAOOH (see FIG. 1
in the main text) as obtained upon bulk or slab geometry relaxation. Several di↵erent exchange-
correlation functionals are considered, and in case of slab calculations we also reported the methods
that was used to relax the cell shape and volume (see text).
KAOSi KAOOH
System Method Cell ↵    
Bulk Exp. 133.9 104.6 163.4
Bulk PBE 132.7 106.1 162.6
Slab CLAY FF S3 118.2 122.4 165.9
Slab PBE Exp. 144.8 93.3 168.2
Slab PBE PBE 139.3 98.8 166.6
Slab PBE optPBE-vdW 141.0 97.0 166.8
Slab RPBE optPBE-vdW 141.9 96.0 167.1
Slab PBE-D2 optPBE-vdW 141.8 96.2 167.5
Slab PBE-D3 optPBE-vdW 141.3 96.7 167.1
Slab vdW(TS) optPBE-vdW 141.3 96.6 167.0
Slab vdW-DF2 optPBE-vdW 143.4 94.6 167.8
Slab revPBE-vdW optPBE-vdW 143.2 94.8 167.7
Slab optB86b-vdW optPBE-vdW 142.1 95.9 167.1
Slab optPBE-vdW optPBE-vdW 142.6 95.3 167.5
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III. COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRIES
In order to assess whether di↵erent computational geometries a↵ect the results of our
MD simulations of ice formation, we have considered the setups described in Table II, also
depicted in Fig. 2. 2SM refers to mirrored two-slabs setup described in Ref. 29 (Fig. 2a),
while the setup where water is put on top of a single kaolinite slab is labeled as 1S (Fig. 2c).
The 2SML setup refers to the 2SM setup where the upper slab has been moved far away
from the water film on top of the lower slab (Fig. 2b). In this way, the dipole moments
of the two slabs still compensate each other while the water network is free to relax at its
natural density. Concerning restraints: F refers to the situation where all the atoms in the
kaolinite slab are kept frozen, avoiding the integration of the equations of motion. Hydrogen
atoms belonging to the hydroxyl groups on top of the KAOOH face are still allowed to move,
though, as they are bonded to the correspondent oxygen atoms via an harmonic constraint
characterized by a spring constant of 2.3185·103 kJ/mol A˚ 2 acting on the O-H bond length
(1.0 A˚), as required by the CLAY FF force field28. In the case of N, the positions of silicon
atoms within the kaolinite slab are restrained during the MD simulations by means of a
harmonic potential characterized by a spring constant of 1.0·103 kJ/mol A˚ 2. The O-H
bonds are treated with the same harmonic constraint of F. All the other kaolinite atoms
are unrestrained. Note that we have chosen to restrain the silicon atoms at the bottom of
the KAOOH slab just in order to mimic the presence of additional kaolinite slabs below. In
contrast to what has been reported in Ref. 29, we have been able to simulate a completely
unrestrained slab without observing the disruption of the system. The FH case corresponds
instead to the same setup as F, with the di↵erence that the dynamics of oxygen atoms of the
hydroxyl groups is constrained via an harmonic potential characterized by a spring constant
of 1.0·101 kJ/mol A˚ 2, consistent with the ”free-OH” setup described in Ref. 29. As we
have discussed in the main text, such restraint is rather mild, and does not prevent surface
relaxation to take place.
Another technical details that deserves to be mentioned is that we have chosen not to
include the optional angular term (AT, see Ref. 28) in the CLAY FF force field. This AT is
an harmonic constraint acting on the metal-oxygen-hydrogen angle, where in our case the
metal can be either silicon or aluminum, while the oxygen and hydrogen atoms involved are
those of the hydroxyl groups only. As such, this AT acts mainly on the orientation of the
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hydroxyl group. In fact, we have verified that the inclusion of the AT does not e↵ect the
surface relaxation of both the hydroxylated and the siloxane kaolinite surfaces discussed in
this work and as such, this AT does not e↵ect the water-kaolinite interaction at all. We did
not verify explicitly whether the addition of the AT can influence in any way the kinetics
of ice formation, as MD simulations including the AT are quite computationally expensive,
requiring a time step about 5 times smaller than the 0.002 ps used in here. However, based
on the reasoning above we have no reason to believe that the AT can make a di↵erence at
any level.
We also note that three dimensional periodic boundary conditions (PBC) have been
employed for all the computational geometries described in here, including the single slab S3
geometry. However, we have explicitly verified that di↵erent treatments of the electrostatic
interactions, namely three dimensional periodic boundary conditions and two dimensional
PBC (plus walls along the z-axis, as implemented in GROMACS, see e.g. Ref. 30), do not
a↵ect any of the results reported in this work, most notably the kinetics of ice formation.
The full set of interfaces taken into account is listed within the first column of Table II,
together with the corresponding computational details.
IV. ORDER PARAMETER
In order to locate and characterize ice nuclei within our MD simulations, we have em-
ployed the following order parameter  : we start by labeling as ice-like any water molecule
whose oxygen atom displays a value of lq6 >0.45, where lq6 is constructed as follows: we
first select only those oxygens which are hydrogen-bonded to four other oxygens. For each
of the i th atoms of this subset S4HB, we calculate the local order parameter:
lq6i =
PNS4HB
j=1  (|rij|)
P6
m= 6 q
6⇤
i,m · q6j,mPNS4HB
j=1  (|rij|)
(3)
where  (|rij|) is a switching function tuned so that  (|rij|)=1 when atom j lies within the
first coordination shell of atom i and which is zero otherwise. q6i,m is the Steinhardt vector
31
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TABLE II. Details of the di↵erent computational geometries used to model the water-kaolinite
interface. The last column indicates whether ice formation has been observed (Y) or not (N)
within ⇠100 ns for each one of the ten independent MD simulations performed for each interface.
Interface N. of water mol. Cell vectors [A˚] Slab geometry Restraints Starting conf. Ice nucl. within ⇠ 100 ns
A B C
S1 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 2SM F Exp. Y
S1R 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 2SM F Relax N
S2 6464 51.8 62.9 84.2 2SM F 230K N
S3 6144 61.8 71.5 150 1S N Exp. N
SE 2 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 2SM FH Exp. N
SE 3 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 1S F Exp. Y
SE 4 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 1S F Exp. Y
SE 5 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 2SML F Exp. Y
SE 6 6464 51.5 62.6 84.2 2SML F Exp. Y
q6i,m =
PNS4HB
j=1  (|rij|)Y6m(rij)PNS4HB
j=1  (|rij|)
, (4)
Y6m(rij) being one of the 6th order spherical harmonics. We have used 3.2 A˚ as the
cuto↵ for  (|rij|) to be consistent with Ref. 3. Notice that by selecting oxygen atoms
within the S4HB subset exclusively we ensure that the hydrogen bond network within the
ice nuclei is reasonable. Having identified a set of ice-like water molecules, we pinpoint all
the connected clusters of oxygen atoms which: i) belong to the S4HB subset; ii) have a value
of lq6 >0.45 and; iii) are separated by a distance  3.2 A˚. We then select the largest of
these clusters (i.e. the one containing the largest number of oxygen atoms or equivalently
water molecules). The final step is to find all the surface molecules that are connected to
this cluster, as this procedure allows us to account for the di↵use interface between the solid
and the liquid. Surface molecules are defined as the water molecules that lie within 3.2
A˚ of the molecules in the cluster. The final order parameter   used in this work is thus
the number of water molecules within the largest ice-like cluster plus the number of surface
molecules. This approach allow us to account for ice-like atoms sitting directly on top of
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c)
a)
b)
Fig. S2. Representative computational geometries taken into account in this work. a) Water is
sandwiched between two mirroring kaolinite slab. Setups S1, S2 and SE 2 employed this geometry.
b) The upper kaolinite slab is moved far away from the water film along the normal to the kaolinite
surface. Setups SE 5 and SE 6 employed this geometry. c) The upper kaolinite slab is removed.
Setups S3, SE 3 and SE 4 employed this geometry. The simulation cell is shown as a purple
box. Silicon, aluminum, oxygen and hydrogen atoms are depicted in yellow, pink, red and white
respectively. Atoms belonging to the kaolinite slab and the water film are represented by balls and
sticks respectively.
the kaolinite surface, which are never labeled as ice-like (and which would thus never be
included into the ice nuclei) because they are under coordinated and because they display
a di↵erent symmetry to the molecules within bulk water (which in turn leads to di↵erent
values of lq6).
As discussed in the main text, our seeded MD simulations allowed a very crude estimate
of the critical nucleus size which is consistent with our forward flux sampling (FFS) sim-
ulations32. The comparison between our numbers (⇠ 250 and 225 ± 25 water molecules
as obtained by seeded MD and FFS simulations respectively) and the critical nucleus size
for the homogeneous case at the same supercooling (and the same water model) reported
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in Ref. 3 requires exactly the same order parameter to be used. In particular, the order
parameter used in Ref. 3 di↵ers with respect to our formulation of   (see Sec. IV) in that
(i) a slightly stricter criterion has been used to label molecules as ice-like, namely lq6 >0.5
to be compared with our choice of lq6 >0.45; and (ii) surface molecules are not included in
the largest ice-like nucleus. This means that in order to compare quantitatively our results
in terms of e.g. the size of the critical nucleus, the average number of surface molecules for
a nucleus of a given size has to be added to the value of   reported in Ref. 3, resulting in
an estimate of the homogeneous critical nucleus size of ⇠ 540 water molecules.
Finally, we note that in order to discriminate between ice-like molecules belonging to
either the cubic of the hexagonal polytype, we have employed the same approach outlined
above but for the fact that we have used 3rd (instead of 6th) order spherical harmonics. The
values of the resulting order parameter lq3 > can then be used33 to label Ic and Ih molecules
according to lq3 < -0.85 and -0.85  lq3   -0.70.
V. STRUCTURAL RELAXATION TIME AT THE WATER-KAOLINITE
INTERFACE
The dynamics of the water-KAOOH interface can be characterized by computing the
structural relaxation time of the water network similarly to what we have done for bulk
water (see Sec. I). However, such a calculation presents two challenges:
• The water-KAOOH interface is a non-homogeneous system. As such, we need a di↵er-
ent formulation for the intermediate scattering function. To this end, we have adopted
the approach described in the excellent work of Haji-Akbari and Debenedetti34: the
system is partitioned in slices along the normal to the substrate, and the dynamical
quantities of interest are computed within each of these regions taking into account
the contributions of molecules that are found within each slice at the beginning and
at the end of the time window considered (see Eq.13 in Ref. 34). In this way, the re-
laxation time discussed in Sec. I becomes a function of the distance from the substrate
dz, so that we can probe the water dynamics in di↵erent region of the water-kaolinite
interface.
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• Dynamical quantities typically require much more statistics than structural ones to
obtain converged results. In particular, we are interested in equilibrium averages, so
that we have to be sure that we are computing properties within a timescale where the
-metastable - liquid can be considered in equilibrium conditions. Thus, we here face
an issue when dealing with the S1 interface: in this case, the onset of crystallization
takes place within ⇠ 50-100 ns, and while we have verified that structural properties
can be converged within that time window, the same does not hold for quantities such
as the structural relaxation time ⌧z
In Fig. 3 we report the relaxation time ⌧Z of the water network as a function of the
distance from the kaolinite surface for S2 and S3. Water dynamics is slower for S2 (and
qualitatively for S1 as well, albeit we could not obtain converged results), as the frozen
surface interacts more strongly with the water molecules with respect to S3 at least within
the first over layer (light blue region in Fig. 3), consistently with early findings for Lennard-
Jones interfaces34. The relaxation times are very similar for S2 and S3 within the second
over layer, albeit they converge to a di↵erent value within the bulk of the water film. This is
due the di↵erent computational geometry: in S2 the water film is sandwiched between two
kaolinite slab, while for S3 the presence of the water-vacuum interface a↵ect substantially
the dynamics of the system starting from dz ⇠ 20A˚. Note that despite these di↵erences, the
free energy cost needed to create a templating hexagonal patch of water molecules within
the first water over layer is very similar for S2 and S3 (see main text). Moreover, the absence
of nucleation events on the same timescale for both of these two interfaces suggest the that
the dynamics of the interface is far less relevant than its structure in a↵ecting ice formation.
VI. NUCLEATION OR STRUCTURAL RELAXATION?
In the main text we have discussed ice formation at the S1 interface, where all the
kaolinite atoms, but for the hydrogens of the hydroxyl groups, are kept frozen during the MD
simulations at the experimental positions of bulk kaolinite. In this case, we have observed
ice formation at the water-kaolinite interface within ⇠ 100 ns for each of the ten independent
MD runs we have performed.
We have determined the onset time tn of ”nucleation” by fitting the time evolution of the
order parameter   described in Sec. IV with the following expression:
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FIG. 3. Relaxation time ⌧Z for S2 and S3 as a function of the distance dz along the z axis, normal
to the KAO slab, from the first peak of the water density profile (dz = 0). The regions highlighted
in light blue and orange correspond to the first and second water over layer on top of the KAO
slab, respectively.
 (t) = a+
b
1 + exp[c(t  tn)] (5)
where a, b and c are fitting parameters. The survival probability of the liquid Pliq(t) can
then be constructed from the distribution of tn as:
Pliq(t) = 1  1
Ns
NsX
i=1
⇥(t  t(i)n ) (6)
where the sum runs over the Ns MD simulations we have performed and ⇥ is a Heaviside
step function. The Pliq(t) obtained for S1 is reported in Fig. 4 together with the fitting of
the data points with respect to the following expression:
Pliq(t) = exp[ (J · t) ] (7)
where J is the nucleation rate and   is a parameter accounting for non-exponential kinetics.
For a proper nucleation process,  =1, which is consistent with a distribution of nucleation
times following a Poisson distribution due to the stochastic nature of the nucleation events.
Deviation from the ideal value of   can be observed in many cases even experimentally, as
nicely discussed in Ref. 35. However, we have shown in Ref. 36 that values of   6=1 are
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Fig. S4. Survival probability Pliq(t) (circles) obtained for ice formation at the S1 interface. The
solid line represent the fit according to Eq. 7 in the text.
often observed in atomistic simulations when nucleation times are of the same order of the
relaxation time of the parent phase (in this case, the supercooled water network). This is
exactly the situation we observe in here: we obtain  =8, spectacularly di↵erent from the
value of 1 expected, as tn are of the same order of the time scale needed for S1 to create a
complete hexagonal motif of water molecules within the first over layer, thus triggering ice
formation in a non-stochastic fashion. As such, we argue that S1 is unstable with respect to
the formation of the hexagonal templating over layer, and thus with respect to the formation
of ice itself.
VII. METADYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
Metadynamics simulations have been performed using the PLUMED metadynamics plu-
gin interfaced with the GROMACS MD package. The best choice in terms of the collective
variable (CV) is probably the order parameter   we have discussed in Sec. IV. This ap-
proach is now possible thanks to recent computational advancements37 capable of dealing
with clusters of particles as CVs. However, this option is unfeasible here due to the very
large (106) number of water molecules we have to take into account. In fact, the forces acting
on the atoms due to the metadynamics bias are computed as the analytic derivatives of the
CV with respect to the atomic positions: unfortunately, this calculation is still exceedingly
computationally expensive in the case of   when dealing with systems containing more than
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102 particles. Thus, we have used as CV the mean value of lq6i (described in Eq. 3), that is
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Fig. S5. a) Computational setup used to perform metadynamics simulations. The algorithm acts
on water molecules within the spherical region (light green circle) centered on a dummy, fixed
atom, except for those molecules within the first over layer on top of the kaolinite (purple oval). b)
and c) Metadynamics simulations of heterogeneous ice nucleation on the KAOOH surface. a) and
b) panels refer to setups S1 and S3 respectively. The free energy surfaces obtained are reported as
a function of the number of water molecules in the largest clusters of cubic (Ncub) and hexagonal
(Nhex) polytypes of ice. The insets in panels b) and c) depict large clusters of hexagonal and cubic
ice respectively, the former exposing the primary prismatic face of Ih (orange spheres, red sticks) to
the KAOOH surface and the second one growing on top of the basal plane of Ic (green spheres, blue
sticks). The KAOOH surface is depicted by light blue spheres irrespective of the atomic species,
but for the -OH groups (oxygens and hydrogens as red and white spheres respectively).
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the value of lq6i averaged over all the water molecules of interest.
However, considering all the water molecules in the system (⇠ 6000) is still too costly
from a computational point of view. Thus, we have chosen to take into account at each
metadynamics setup only those water molecules within a spherical region or radius 16.0
A˚ centered on a dummy, fixed atom, as depicted in Fig. 5. In addition, in order to (i)
avoid the contribution of those water molecules on top of the kaolinite, which lq6i values will
be ill-defined because of the di↵erent coordination and topology and (ii) ensure that water
molecules are free to re-arrange themselves as they see fit at the water-kaolinite interface, we
have excluded from the above mentioned spherical region those water molecules within the
first over layer on the surface, as illustrated in Fig. 5. By means of this strategy we reduce
the number of molecules for which we have to calculate the expensive derivatives of the CV
from ⇠ 103 to to 102, and we drive explicitly nucleation events within a spherical cap on
the surface, consistent with the prescription of classical nucleation theory. The expression
for the CV we have used thus reads:
CV =
1
NSph
NSphX
j
lq6j (8)
where the sum runs over the NSph atoms within the spherical cap described in Fig. 5.
This CV is 0 and 1 for a perfectly disordered and network respectively. See Ref. 33 for the
distribution of the local order parameter as obtained for supercooled water and ice.
The dynamics of the water network at the strong supercooling  T=42 K considered is
very slow. Thus, in order to observe transitions from liquid water to ice and viceversa, as
required to converge the resulting free energy surface, we have been forced to drive nucleation
events quite harshly: specifically, we have chosen Gaussians with width equal to ⇠ 14 of the
extent of the natural fluctuations of the CV. The initial height of the Gaussians was 10
kB · T , which decays in time according to the well-tempered metadynamics framework38
with a bias factor of 200. The bias was applied every 2000 MD steps, corresponding to
4 ps in terms of simulation time. We have also restrained the value of the CV to be >
0.1, in order to avoid non-relevant regions of the liquid basin. As a result, the free energy
profiles we have obtained for S1 and S3 are converged within 0.4 eV. This level of accuracy
prevents us to draw conclusions about the thermodynamics of nucleation, but it is enough
to provide a qualitative picture in terms of the di↵erent polytypes involved, as illustrated in
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Fig. 5 in the main text. There, we report free energy surfaces as a function of the number
of water molecules in the largest nucleus of Ih and Ic. These results have been obtained by
re-weighting the free energy profiles in terms of the original CV as detailed in Ref. 39.
The resulting free energy surfaces in terms of the number of water molecules within the
largest cluster of hexagonal and cubic ice (NHex and NCub) are shown in Fig. 5. In the case
of S1, creating a nucleus of hexagonal ice containing as many as 250 water molecules is a
barrier less process, consistent with what we have observed in the unbiased MD simulations.
In contrast, for S3 we observe the exclusive occurrence of the cubic polytype, which forms
when the system overcomes a well-defined free energy barrier. Thus, one could think that
structural relaxation can promote the formation of di↵erent ice polytypes on the very same
surface. However, this is not the case, as the formation of cubic ice for S3 leads to nuclei
which do not proceed toward further crystallization. The shape of the nuclei as obtained by
metadynamics simulations already suggests that the basal plane of Ic is not favored to be
in contact with the clay. In fact, as depicted in Fig. 5 Ic nuclei tend no to wet the kaolinite
surface, as opposite to what we have observed for Ih nuclei on the S1 surface, where the
prism face of Ih easily spread on the clay.
We remark that using a di↵erent CV (taking into account lq3 instead of lq6, that is, using
a di↵erent angular momentum channel for the spherical harmonics) resulted in the same
outcome. Thus, it is very much possible that there is still room for improvement in terms
of order parameters to drive crystal nucleation at complex interfaces.
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